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The populist temptation

With a meaning as vague as it is ominous, the term “populism”

has gained currency in today’s political lexicon. Borrowed from
Russian, where it first appeared toward the end of the nine-
teenth century, the word is nowwidely used to refer to a range of
political movements and issues that cannot easily be accommo-
dated within the usual ideological categories. It was regularly
applied to a range of extreme right-wing political movements
that gained followings in late twentieth-century Europe (and,
earlier, to Latin American regimes such as Juan Perón’s in
Argentina), yet these instances do not exhaust its meaning. To
describe amovement as “populist” is to suggest that it is in some
way pathological or a danger to liberty without specifying what
the nature of the pathology is. In other words, “populism” is a
word that serves as both a screen and a crutch. One way tomake
the term less ambiguous is to think of populism as a democratic
pathology in two senses: as a pathology, first, of electoral-
representative democracy and, second, of counter-democracy.
Populism is not just an ideology. It is a perverse inversion of
the ideals and procedures of democracy.

A pathology of electoral-representative
democracy

Let us begin by considering the tensions inherent
in democratic political representation. Populism claims to
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resolve the problem of representation by conjuring up an
image of a unified, homogeneous people. It radically rejects
whatever it assumes to be inimical to such unity and homoge-
neity: foreigners, enemies, oligarchy, elites. With ever more
vehement attacks it seeks to drive a wedge between the people
and its supposed enemies. Populists denounce “otherness” in
moral terms (by vilifying the “corrupt” and “rotten”), in social
terms (by condemning “elites”), and in ethnic terms (by
attacking “foreigners,” “immigrants,” “minorities,” etc.). By
contrast, they celebrate “the people” as unified and pure,
undivided so long as outsiders are kept out. Thus populism
attempts to remedy the defects of representation by proposing
an essentialist sociology. Its rhetoric also strikes at the repre-
sentative principle itself. Populists extol the virtues of appeal-
ing directly to the people instead of allowing a handful of
professional politicians to confiscate the political process for
their own benefit. In this sense, most of the anti-parliamentary
movements of late nineteenth-century Europe and America
could be characterized as “populist” (examples include the
Boulangist movement in France and the People’s Party of
small farmers in the American Middle West).1 On both con-
tinents, we find the same contrast between people and elites:
the people are healthy, whereas the elites are cut off from any
authentic connection with society. Racist and xenophobic
themes found a lamentably logical place in populist rhetoric
in both places. Recent work by political scientists has fleshed

1 On populists in the United States, see the classic work by Michael Kazin,
The Populist Persuasion: An American History (New York: Basic Books,
1995).
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out this picture.2 The revival of populism in the late twentieth
century is in part a consequence of a crisis of representation
stemming from an increasingly opaque social structure. As the
old class structure has disappeared, the role of traditional
political parties as the organizers and articulators of class-
based political interests has declined. Yet this sociological
approach to populism cannot really explain its origins or
capture its distinctive features. If the crisis of representation –

a pathology of electoral-representative democracy – were a
sure gauge of populism, the various forms of totalitarianism
would have to be classified as populist, since they, too, depend,
albeit in a more radical way, on imagined social unity and
incarnation of the people. Hence the criterion is too broad;
we need a more precise definition of populism. To that end,
I propose to analyze populism as a pathology of counter-
democracy.

Populism and counter-democracy

Populism radicalizes the three forms of counter-
democracy that I have described in the previous chapters: the

2 The most penetrating recent studies include the work of Paul Taggart and
Margaret Canovan. See, for example, Paul Taggart, “Populism and
Representative Politics in Contemporary Europe,” Journal of Political
Ideologies 9, no. 3 (Oct. 2004); and Margaret Canovan, “Trust the People!
Populism and the Two Faces of Democracy,” Political Studies 47, no. 1
(March 1999). The essays collected in Yves Mény and Yves Surel,
Democracies and the Populist Challenge (New York: Palgrave, 2002), are
also worth noting. For France, see the studies supervised by Guy Hermet,
Olivier Ihl, and Pierre André Taguieff.
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democracy of oversight, negative sovereignty, and politics as
judgment. Populism radicalizes each of these to the point
where they end up in what I have called “the unpolitical.” In
this sense, populism might be defined as “the pure politics of
the unpolitical,” or the consummate anti-politics: absolute
counter-democracy. To see this, let us consider populism in
relation to each of the three types of counter-democracy.

To start off, populism can be defined as a pathology of
oversight and vigilance. An active, positive urge to inspect
what the government is doing, to subject it to scrutiny and
criticism, becomes a compulsive and permanent stigmatiza-
tion of the ruling authorities, to the point where these author-
ities are seen as radically alien enemy powers. In this respect,
populism is the faithful heir of Jean-Paul Marat. Marat
believed in oversight as a revolutionary ideal. Indeed, he was
one of its champions and made it a central theme of his
Chaînes de l’esclavage (1774): “If we are to remain free, we
must always keep an eye on the government. We must watch
closely what it is up to, oppose its aggressions, and restrain its
excesses.”3 The goal of political action, he noted elsewhere, “is
to exert perpetual control over the actions of men who succeed
in gaining power. Even when they are your own choice, keep-
ing watch over them is everyone’s unremitting duty.”4 But the

3 Jean Paul Marat, Les Chaînes de l’esclavage (1774), in Œuvres politiques
(Brussels: Pôle Nord, 1995), vol. VII, p. 4421. “If we are to remain free, we
always remain on guard against our rulers. The unwary are easily lost, and
for any people too much security is a harbinger of servitude to come”
(ibid., p. 4355).

4 Quoted in Patrice Rolland, “Marat ou la politique du soupçon,” Le Débat,
no. 57 (Nov. Dec. 1989): 134.
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newspaper L’Ami du peuple, which he began publishing in
1789, would soon go well beyond its original demands –

demands that a philosopher as sober as Alain would not
have found unacceptable a century and a half later. Marat
widened the gulf between the people and power: in no time
at all he was unable to imagine the government as anything
other than a sinister and implacable machine for conspiracy
and intrigue. To him, every government seemed essentially
despotic: the vocation of power was inexorably tyrannical, a
Machiavellian arsenal. With Marat, “oversight became the
citizen’s sole form of political activity.”5 Paradoxically, the
result was political passivity: weary of being vilified and
attacked, power transformed itself into an impregnable for-
tress so forbidding that no one outside its walls could imagine
occupying it. Citizens felt radically alienated. Marat saw only
indomitable tyranny; he could not conceive of even the possi-
bility of democratic rule. Populism is the modern heir of
Marat’s vision. It combines his suspicious nature with a pas-
sion for denunciation that has more to do with a will to destroy
than with anxious watchfulness. In this respect, populism is in
a way the modern embodiment of the “sycophants” of ancient
Athens; it takes the spirit of contradiction to its ultimate
extreme.6 Populist movements are also the heirs of a style of

5 On this point, see the stimulating remarks of Patrice Rolland, ibid., 135.
6 The sycophants of Athens took advantage of the right of every citizen to
bring charges against officials in order to conduct a kind of blackmail
against the city’s magistrates. The sycophants saw themselves as “the
people’s watchdogs,” keen to protect democracy from oligarchic plots, but
their adversaries saw them as vulgar demagogues and consummate
extortionists. See Carine Karitini Doganis, Aux Origines de la corruption.
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political derision that permeated the French anti-parliamentary
press in the late nineteenth century. Publications such as Les
Chambres comiques, La Bombe, Le Balai, La Lanterne, and
L’Assiette au beurre set the tone for a radically pessimistic and
disillusioned style of journalism, whose goal was not so much
to influence the course of events as to belittle and berate people
in power. In the pages of these broadsheets democratic impa-
tience metamorphosed into hopeless, bitter, and violent
denunciation. In all these ways, populism can be understood
as the power of oversight turned against itself.

Populism can also be seen as a pathology of preventive
sovereignty. In this respect, too, it can be traced back to the
political crisis of the late nineteenth century, when “anti-system”

parties emerged in any number of countries.7 Revolutionary
sentiment appeared to compete with outright rejection of
politics, but in reality the two attitudes were mutually reinforc-
ing. As we have seen, “critical sovereignty” contributed to the
construction of democracy. Preventive power thus shaped the
evolution of democratic political systems but had yet to trans-
mute itself into a negative and inward vision of politics. In
times of crisis or uncertainty, however, extreme negativism
could assert itself forcefully. In France in the 1950s, for exam-
ple, the sudden success of the Poujadist movement showed
that latent populist sentiment had remained in the shadows,
ready to erupt at a moment’s notice. Poujadism was almost a
caricature of pure negative politics: it was a party propelled by

Démocratie et délation en Grèce ancienne (Paris: Presses Universitaires de,
2007).

7 See Giovanni Sartori, Parties and Party Systems: A Framework for Analysis
(Cambridge University Press, 1976).
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tax revolt, and its candidates went before the voters in 1956

without any platform other than pure, visceral opposition to
government. They flooded France with posters and brochures
containing only the peremptory message, “Throw the incum-
bents out!”8 Subsequent incarnations of populism have made
this idea of political action commonplace. Populists have no
interest in fighting on the usual political battlegrounds.
Instead, they warn of decadence and pose as guardians of
purity, saviors of the nation from political extremes, and
prophets of an apocalypse from which they will emerge victo-
rious. They are joined in this twilight battle by what Elias
Canetti calls “the negative masses.”9 In recent years these
negative masses seem to have turned exclusively inward. No
longer do they pour energy into some promised improvement
or future paradise. No moral force spurs them to dignified
resistance or purposeful action. To these silent masses – dis-
illusioned, disoriented, and disgusted – populism fails even to
supply a language. Yet it knows how to stoke anger and stir
protest in the streets and voting booths. Populism’s rising
power reflects the fact that negative sovereignty finds itself
imprisoned in the immediate: it is a force radically bereft of
ideas, incapable of active criticism, and reduced to the expres-
sion of resigned violence.

Last but not least, contemporary populism has corro-
sively enlarged the idea of the people as judge. The image of the
court as a theater of reasoned argument and expert opinion has

8 Many of these brochures are reproduced in Stanley Hoffmann, Le
Mouvement Poujade (Paris: Armand Colin, 1956).

9 Elias Canetti, Masse et puissance (Paris: Gallimard, 1966), pp. 55 58.
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been transformed by populist movements into a theater of
cruelty or a circus. As a result, the very essence of power has
been criminalized and ridiculed. All civic activity is reduced to
accusation, thus alienating the citizen from government
almost as a matter of structural necessity. The state is reduced
to its prosecutorial and law-enforcement function, as if this
were its only democratic manifestation.10 The vindictive pop-
ulist people-as-judge shows little concern for distributive jus-
tice, for weighing the various feasible means of achieving
greater equality. It suspects the beneficiaries of the welfare
state of fraud and lumps them together with immigrants,
both legal and illegal. The only justice in which it is interested
is the justice of repression, punishment, and stigmatization of
those whom it condemns as “undesirables” and “parasites.” In
this respect the pathology of counter-democracy intersects
with the pathology of electoral-representative democracy, the
fantasy of solving all of society’s problems by creating a
healthy, unified social body.

“Ideological” definitions of populism tend to suffer
from simplistic value judgments: on the one hand, denuncia-
tions of populism as a form of demagogy and xenophobia; on
the other hand, praise of populism as an ideology genuinely
concerned with “grass-roots society.”11Our characterization of

10 It is as if the sycophants had become the only true representatives of the
people of Athens.

11 Robert Dahl drew a contrast between “populist” and “Madisonian”
regimes in A Preface to Democratic Theory (The University of Chicago
Press, 1956). In a similar vein, see William H. Riker, Liberalism Against
Populism: A Confrontation Between the Theory of Democracy and the
Theory of Social Choice (San Francisco: Freeman and Company, 1982).
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democracy in functional terms is both more objective and
more precise. Looking at populism as a pathology of electoral-
representative democracy was the first step, allowing us to
move toward a better definition by emphasizing populism’s
sociological understanding and its perception of a “crisis of
political will.” We saw, however, that this approach by itself
was inadequate because it failed to distinguish sufficiently
between populism and other, more radical pathologies, such
as the various forms of totalitarianism, as well as between
populism and merely illiberal, authoritarian, or decisionist
conceptions of the political. Defining populism as pure counter-
democracy – as an absolute distillation of the three types of
counter-democracy – yielded a clearer picture. With this def-
inition in mind, we have been able to see populism as a form of
political expression in which the democratic project is totally
swallowed up and taken over by counter-democracy: it is an
extreme form of anti-politics. We can now understand why
populism has been such a powerful force in the twenty-first
century: it is the political pathology characteristic of an era
marked by the rise of counter-democratic forms. It thus
triggers the emergence of what I have called “unpolitical”
counter-democracy. Populism is an acute manifestation of
contemporary political disarray and a tragic expression of
our inability to overcome it.
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